Welcome to the “Slavery, Captivity, and the Meaning of Freedom” Research Focus
Group – and thank you for your interest in this draft of “The Slave Race,” the first
chapter of my manuscript, “Bound to Respect: Democratic Dignity and the Indignities of
Slavery.”
This chapter reassesses the central terms structuring current critical discussions of
slavery: dignity, humanity, and personhood. I wanted, therefore to seize this excellent
opportunity to receive rigorous cross-disciplinary criticism from colleagues and students
in classics, history, and anthropology (and beyond). So again, thanks in advance!
As you’ll see below, this chapter is preceded by an introduction and followed by chapters
devoted to close readings of tort proceedings (Chapters 2 & 3) and narratives by
Frederick Douglass, Herman Melville, and Mark Twain (Chapters 4-6).
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THE “SLAVE RACE”: NATURALIZING PERSONHOOD

Chapter One of “Bound to Respect: Democratic Dignity and the Indignities of Slavery”
Jeannine Marie DeLombard, Associate Professor, English Department, UCSB
Draft: Please do not quote, cite, or circulate without permission.

Persona est homo cum statu quodam consideratus
(Legal maxim: A person is a human being considered with reference to a certain status.)

In his influential re-reading of the master-slave dialectic, sociologist Orlando Patterson
triangulates George Wilhem Friedrich Hegel’s account of “Lordship and Bondage.” If
“the degradation of the slave nurtured the master’s sense of honor,” Patterson contends,
the surrounding community of nonslaveholding “free persons,” “shar[ed] in the collective
honor of the master class” and thus “legitimized the principle of honor.”1 In the
antebellum South, the latter group included plebeian whites.2 In a rapidly industrializing,
urbanizing, and democratizing United States, the antebellum South’s honor culture, like
the slavery on which it rested, could make the section seem like a throwback to feudal
Europe.3 But Frederick Douglass (among others) exposed this myth of Southern
exceptionalism by calling attention to the broader “Skin Aristocracy in America” that had
replaced rank with race throughout the nation.4 Like Ishmael, the narrator of Herman
Melville’s Moby-Dick (1850), many Americans were proud of having discarded an Old
World “dignity of kings and robes” for a new “democratic dignity.”5 But, as Ishmael
tacitly acknowledges, this was a Herrenvolk dignity, one that defined itself against what
novelist and critic Ralph Ellison once called “the indignities of slavery.”6
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Like their European counterparts, nineteenth-century Americans understood
dignity primarily as a matter of status hierarchy rather than shared humanity. In making
this claim, I join the classicists, political theorists, philosophers, and legal historians in
the emerging field of dignity studies who seek to historicize the concept. This chapter
thus begins by distinguishing the current notion of dignity as intrinsic human worth from
the traditional view that, for millennia, understood dignity primarily in terms of rank.
Until very recently, we have traced the turn in dignitarian thought to the beginning of the
long nineteenth century and the ethics of Immanuel Kant. Increasingly, however, Kant
scholars are questioning this tendency to credit the Enlightenment philosopher with the
modern concept of a specifically human dignity, noting that his usage is more consistent
with the traditional status-based view. This revisionist account of Kantian dignity affirms
the growing critical consensus that the sort of universal, intrinsic human dignity
described in the UN’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) is very much a
twentieth-century development.
When we understand “dignity” as referring not to a transcendent inner worth but
to a hierarchical ranking, we necessarily shift our focus from the metaphysical value of
humans to the status of legal persons. Tracing the origins of legal personhood to Greek
drama and Roman law, this chapter’s second section explores the tension in modern
Anglo-American law between making and knowing persons – between legal artifice and
ontological certainty. What is at stake when legal forms become naturalized by being
associated with particular kinds of human beings? As this chapter’s third section
elaborates, the “democratic dignity” that Melville’s Ishmael sees “shining in the arm that
wields a pick or drives a spike” was less the dispensation of a “great democratic God”
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than the product of an exclusionary “upwards equalization of rank,” in which the ablebodied white man of sound mind became Jacksonian America’s “default legal person.”7
Examination of the nation’s first law dictionary and first legal textbook suggests that
even as Americans identified the abstraction of legal personhood with the
democratization of status, particular forms of ascriptive personhood perpetuated and
modernized status hierarchies through attributions of race and gender.8 In particular, the
readings of Federalist 54 and Kant’s Doctrine of Right in this chapter’s fourth section
demonstrate how the artifice of slave personhood became naturalized through the
identification of “Negroes” with this legal fiction. Much as Herrenvolk democratic
dignity lay in the equally elevated legal status of white men of sound mind and body, the
indignities of slavery arose from the imputation to African Americans of the slave’s
“mixed character” as a civilly dead yet criminally culpable legal person.9
To illustrate the counter-intuitive (and far from original) claim that slavery was
premised upon the exploitative recognition rather than the denial of Black humanity, I
conclude with an analysis of the federal mail theft case, United States v. Amy (1859).10
The case centered on the doctrine of slave personhood, prompting first the prosecution
and then the defense to examine the terms of this legal artifice, especially as it pertained
to the undisputed humanity of the enslaved. U.S. v. Amy demonstrates that in the
antebellum period it was not only insightful Black and brown critics of American racism
who took “the humanness of African Americans as a given”; indeed, the case reminds us
that U.S. slavery was premised on that assumption.11 More significantly, in U.S. v. Amy,
as in Federalist 54 and the Doctrine of Right, we see the legal and cultural creation of
what Amy’s lawyer called “the slave race.”12 For, as the legal proceedings discussed in
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this and the following two chapters illustrate, the naturalization of the artifice of slave
personhood continued the indignities of slavery well after emancipation and abolition by
extending the slave’s civil incapacity and criminal liability collectively to African
American people, regardless of condition.

DEFINING DIGNITY
Even before the U.S. Supreme Court in Obergefell v. Hodges (2015) “decisively
established that ‘dignity’ is no mere rhetorical flourish, but a core element of the
Fourteenth Amendment,” the concept had gained fresh urgency across a range of
discourses and disciplines.13 Prior to the federal government’s legalization of same-sex
marriage, developments in biological and information technology had renewed interest in
dignity in science, medicine, politics, ethics, and religion.14 In the academy, humanities
scholars deepened and widened the discussion beyond such twenty-first century
concerns, creating what is, in effect, the interdisciplinary field of dignity studies. Today,
critics are no longer preoccupied with whether dignity is, in philosopher Arthur
Schopenhauer’s resounding dismissal, merely “the shibboleth of … all empty-headed
moralists.”15 Instead, they have compiled a rich history of the concept by examining
dignity on its own terms, rather than reducing it to a puzzling adjunct of human rights.16
(Is dignity the basis for or the result of human rights claims?)17 Neither cipher nor
tautology, dignity, when examined in the various historical, cultural, and political
contexts that have given it meaning, emerges as a protean but by no means amorphous
concept.
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The touchstone for the current pairing of dignity with rights – and of both with the
human – is the United Nation’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948). The
UDHR opens with the claim that “recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and
inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom,
justice, and peace in the world.”18 Until very recently, critical scrutiny focused on the
“the equal and inalienable rights,” rather than the “inherent dignity,” attributed to humans
in the UDHR and similar documents. Were modern human rights “invented,” as Lynn
Hunt has argued, in the late eighteenth century with the Enlightenment; the American,
French, and Haitian revolutions; the rise of republicanism; and the emergence of
transatlantic reform movements, especially those advocating the rights of women and the
enslaved?19 Or, as Hannah Arendt maintained, did the human rights asserted in the
aftermath of World War II in instruments like the UDHR represent a profound break
from the earlier “Rights of Man and Citizen”?20 Or is even the UDHR too early a
benchmark, as Samuel Moyn maintains?21
As historians and political theorists continue to debate the origins and meanings
of human rights, philosophers and legal scholars have directed increasing scrutiny to the
“dignity” that is often reduced to “mere ascription or convention” in such discussions.22
In particular, these scholars have sought to historicize what Kant scholar Oliver Sensen
has identified as “the contemporary paradigm of dignity” articulated by the UDHR and
similar instruments: “that dignity is an absolute inner value all human beings possess and
a value that grounds the requirement to respect others.”23 Prior to the mid-twentieth
century, under the “traditional paradigm,” dignity designated the “rank or elevated
position” of particular persons, as well as “the behavior and esteem appropriate to such
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standing.”24 In contrast to the modern notion of a universal, transcendent human worth,
this dignity could be gained or lost, “realized,” or “wasted.”25 Accordingly, the traditional
view of dignity emphasizes duties over rights, and specifically, the duty fully to realize
one’s status-based dignity through one’s behavior.26 Scholars have sought to track the
concept’s evolving meaning by charting its changing relationship to cognate notions of
“honor” and “worth.”27 Hence the critical endeavor to distinguish modern “human”
dignity – also known as “intrinsic,” “internal,” “inherent,” “universal,” “general,” or
“moral” dignity – from the traditional understanding of what has been variously labeled
“external … dignity,” “particular dignity,” “social dignity,” “contingent dignity,”
“dignity proper,” “hierarchical dignity,” or simply “honor.”28
From classical antiquity through early modern Christianity, the concept of
dignitas anchored a tradition of insistently hierarchical dignitarian thought centered on
persons rather than humans.29 Absent from this tradition is the identification of a
specifically human dignity with the sort of “equal and inalienable rights” asserted by the
UDHR.30 As Arendt observed in On Revolution (1963), appeals to the “inalienable
political rights of all men by virtue of birth would have appeared to all ages prior to our
own as … a contradiction in terms.”31 To illustrate this point she glosses the classical
distinction between persona and homo, noting that “the Latin word homo, the equivalent
of ‘man,’ signified originally somebody who was nothing but a man, a rightless person,
therefore, and a slave.”32 Before its migration into “legal terminology,” persona
originally “signified the mask ancient actors used to wear in a play.”33 Thus, Arendt
explains, the “distinction between a private individual in Rome and a Roman citizen was
that the latter had a persona, a legal personality …; it was as though the law had affixed
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to him the part he was to play in the public scene. … Without his persona, there would be
an individual without rights and duties, perhaps a ‘natural man’ – that is, a human being
or homo … indicating someone outside of the range of the law and the body politic of the
citizens, as for instance a slave – but certainly a politically irrelevant being.”34 As Arendt
was at pains to insist, the modern dignity of the international human rights regime
represents an innovation in that it does not attach to a legal persona but is intrinsic to the
definitively “natural” homo.35
Like “dignities” in the English legal tradition, the ancient Roman dignitas referred
to ranks and titles of honor and, in this sense, attached to persons in the social and
political hierarchy. As a designation for elevated status, however, dignitas was by no
means exclusive to persons. Superior examples of architecture or dogs could, for
example, have dignitas.36 Cicero’s On Duties (De officiis; 44 BCE) – a key source for
Kant – builds on these meanings to elaborate the “dignity of man” (dignam hominis
praestantia) in a stratified natural world.37 Drawing on Stoic ethics, Cicero maintains that
“the superiority and dignity” of human nature over that of “cattle and other beasts”
imposes a duty of temperance so that we not reduce ourselves to their inferior level.38 In
keeping with this duty to respect one’s own elevated human dignity is the duty to extend
this respect to others in this elevated human community. “The better and more noble …
the character with which a man is endowed, the more does he prefer the life of service to
the life of pleasure,” Cicero observes, concluding, “Whence it follows that man, if he is
obedient to Nature, cannot do harm to his fellow man.”39 Even as Cicero identifies the
duties entailed by a distinctly human dignity, he follows broader Roman usage in
understanding dignitas as “merited, outward looking, and comparative.”40 As with other
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instances of dignitas, Cicero’s human dignity is a matter of rank or standing – whether of
humans as against non-human animals or of nobility of character among humans.41
A similarly hierarchical approach characterizes Judeo-Christian understandings of
dignity from late antiquity through the early modern period. Human dignity is associated
with imago dei, the doctrine that God created humans in his image and likeness.42 But
human beings were not unique in this respect; imago dei also applied to angels, a superior
form of rational being. Creation, moreover, preceded the Fall and the introduction of
human sinfulness into the world. In different ways, St. Augustine, Pope Leo I, and
Thomas Aquinas all understood dignity as occurring within a “cosmic hierarchy”:
humans have more than animals but less than angels, for example; similarly, penitent
Christians have more than their non-penitent or non-Christian human counterparts.43 Pico
della Mirandola’s vaunted Oration on the Dignity of Man (1486/1496) thus exhorts
humans to improve their ranking relative to the “seraphim” and “cherubim”: “let us
emulate their dignity and glory, unwilling as we are to yield to them and unable to endure
second place. … If we too live that life (and indeed we can), we will be equal to their
lot.”44 Even for Mirandola, even in the heavenly realm, this aspirational merit-based
dignity is ultimately a matter of comparative status.
Such defenses of a specifically human dignity were just that, written in response
to the long “line of Christian assaults on the human condition,” notably De Miseria
Humane Conditionis (On the Misery of the Human Condition; c.1194-95) by Cardinal
Lotario dei Conti di Segni (Pope Innocent III).45 Far from celebrating a transcendent
human dignity, medieval and early modern Christian anthropology limned what literary
critic Erich Auerbach calls a “radically creatural picture of man.”46 Speaking of late
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medieval culture more broadly, Auerbach explains that this view of humanity “combines
the highest respect for man’s class insignia with no respect whatever for man himself as
soon as he is divested of them”; underneath “there is nothing but the flesh, which age and
illness will ravage until death and putrefaction destroy it.”47 Perversely, then, this is “a
radical theory of the equality of all men, not in an active and political sense but as a direct
devaluation of life,” which denuded of status, “has neither worth nor dignity.”48 This is
the precarious state that, from Auerbach’s late medieval Christianity, through antebellum
abolitionism, to twentieth-century fascism, Arendt refers to as “the abstract nakedness of
being human.”49
For many, Kant’s theory of dignity marks the advent of modernity: the moment
when the current notion of universal, intrinsic human worth superseded the traditional
view of dignity as elevated status.50 This view is usually traced to Immanuel Kant’s
Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals (1785), which is widely understood to argue
that, as beings with a rational nature, humans have an unconditional value; we therefore
have a duty to respect the worth in ourselves and others by treating humans as ends, not
as means.51 But what if modern dignity is even more modern than suspected, originating
not in Kant’s late eighteenth century, but in the UDHR’s mid-twentieth century (or
later)?52 An increasing number of scholars see Kant’s theory of dignity as more of a
bridge than a break from traditional Western understandings of the concept.53 Indeed,
Kant explicitly situates his work in this tradition when, in the Doctrine of Virtue (1797),
he invokes Cicero to emphasize “duties” over “rights” (6:239) and glosses dignity
(Würde) with a parenthetical reference to the Latin dignitas (6:462). Moreover, like
ancient Roman dignitas, Kant’s dignity appears to be “neither inalienable nor unmerited”;
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it “comes and goes.”54 Thus, an alternative formulation of Kantian dignity posits that
whereas human beings are elevated by their shared capacity for morality, they only
realize their potential dignity through meritorious exercise of that inherent moral
capacity.55 Duty remains as at least as important in this schema as rights: the duty not to
elevate oneself against others, not to impose upon their freedom, is a duty of respect
toward oneself and others.56 Surveying the 111 times the term dignity (Würde) appears in
the published work, Sensen finds that whether Kant is speaking of the dignity of a
monarch or royalty, or of the dignity of man or humanity, he uses “dignity” not as “the
name for a value” but “to express that something is raised above something else.”57 For
Kant, dignity “is not a notion that carries a justificatory weight”; instead, “[i]t expresses
the special standing of something, but it depends on the context for an explanation of
what is elevated and in what respect” – a king, say, or morality.58 Thus, even as Kant
introduced an ethics centered on humans’ shared capacity for morality, he did so by
retaining and refining the traditional European concept of dignity as the elevated status
primarily associated with persons.
If we accept the revisionist account of Kantian dignity as a concept expressing
relative status rather than an intrinsic value, we cannot dismiss persona in favor of homo.
On this view, the modernization of dignity did not entail its humanization so much as its
democratization. The best-known exponent of this theory, the legal and political
philosopher Jeremy Waldron, rejects the narrative that has the traditional understanding
of dignity as “the honour, the privileges and the deference due to rank or office” being
“superseded by” a “notion of the dignity of humanity as such.”59 Instead, Waldron
contends, “what happened was a generalisation of high-rank – a sort of levelling up,” in
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which “the modern notion of human dignity does not cut loose from the idea of rank;
instead it involves an upwards equalisation of rank, so that we now try to accord to every
human being something of the dignity, rank, and expectation of respect that was formerly
accorded to nobility.”60 This dignity is not located in the essential equal worth of humans,
but in the equally elevated status of legal persons.
Over the course of the long nineteenth century that separated Kant’s Groundwork
from the UDHR, this upward leveling was simultaneously realized and racialized in a
United States whose Constitution explicitly prohibited titles of nobility while implicitly
protecting slavery. As cultural historian Peter de Bolla has observed of Anglo-American
rights talk in the previous century, dignity remained a productively “fuzzy concept” into
the early twentieth century.61 The very “mobility” of the concept of dignity in nineteenthcentury America made it both “politically expedient” and “conceptually satisfying,” in
that “one can do more and different things with concepts that operate in a dual phase and
have a plastic structure” than one can with concepts whose meanings seem comparatively
stable and fixed.62 In Part Two of this book we shall see this generative instability at
work – or, rather, at play63 – as Frederick Douglass, Herman Melville, and Mark Twain
suggestively toggle back and forth between the traditional notion of dignity as the
elevated status conventionally associated with persons and an emergent association of a
metaphysical dignity with the newly “hinged concept” of “human-rights.”64

LEGAL PERSONS
In modern human rights discourse, “dignity” refers to the equal metaphysical value of the
human as a unique bundle of blood, bones, and tissue; traditionally, however, the term
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indexed the differential status of legal persons as varying bundles of rights and duties,
powers and obligations. Like nineteenth-century Americans, we tend to use the words
“human” and “person” interchangeably in everyday speech; indeed, they are often
confused in the relevant scholarship.65 Anglo-American law, however, has historically
identified its subjects as persons or citizens, rather than humans.66 In his Analysis of
American Law (1859), Joseph White Moulton asserted that “Persons, and their rights,
powers, duties, and responsibilities, are the only subjects of law.”67 He went on to explain
that a “corporation … is called an artificial person, to contradistinguish it from a natural
person.”68 To clarify his usage, the antebellum New York lawyer quoted the eighteenthcentury English jurist, Richard Wooddeson: “I do not affix to the word person its popular
signification merely, but, by a metaphor, originally assumed, perhaps from the drama,
and, according to the use of it among the Roman jurists, intended to express that part or
character which every man, and every society of men is invested with, either by nature or
positive institution.”69 Like his American successors, Wooddeson focused not on
“persons such as they are by the law of nature,” but “such as they become by the law of
civil society.”70 This principle is encapsulated in the legal maxim that serves as this
chapter’s epigraph: “Persona est homo, cum statu quodam consideratus” (A person is a
human being considered with reference to a certain status).71
In these efforts to define legal personhood, law functions as technology rather
than epistemology. This is because, as legal theorist Alain Pottage has observed,
“techniques of personification and reification are constitutive rather than declaratory of
the ontology upon which they are based.”72 As jurists like Wooddeson and Moulton
explain how law makes persons out of humans, they also demonstrate how the same
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process makes homo out of persona: Arendt’s oxymoronic “rightless person,”
Auerbach’s human being denuded of status. However much Pottage’s observation may
align with current social-constructivist thinking, it derives from ancient Roman law.
Wooddeson, like Arendt, traces the persona of Roman law to ancient Greek theater.
Prósōpon (πρόσωπον) could mean either “face” or “mask,” but, as Wooddeson’s usage
suggests, law’s origin stories identify persona with the mask an actor wore to indicate a
specific character or role. In Roman law, Pottage and other legal scholars emphasize,
persona remained very much a term of art – not simply as jargon but as the product of
“legal rhetoric as techne; that is, as an art, technique, craft, or strategy.”73 Thus, Pottage
contends, “legal technique is about making rather than knowing.”74 Building on French
scholar Yan Thomas’ “archeology of Roman law,” Pottage explains that “Roman law
addressed wrongs not as the expressions of some complex authorial psychology,” but,
rather, much as with “the personae of Roman theatre…, the qualities of the criminal actor
were really the properties of a typified action that entirely eclipsed the person that was
annexed to it: ‘The relation did not run from the agent to the act, but from the act to the
agent.’”75 This dynamic should not be confused with Michel Foucault’s account of the
modern penological reorientation from conduct to character, from criminal act to
criminalized individual.76 In Roman law, the act created the agent only provisionally, for
the purposes of the proceeding at hand. Different forms of legal personhood could be
donned and doffed like masks. For legal scholars Edward Mussawir and Connal Parsley,
this history “expresses a fundamental element crucial to an emergent legal science: the
difference that is necessary in law in order to separate the identity of a real living subject
from that of a purely artificial, fabricated role that is reserved and instituted at the level of
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juridical existence.”77 Prior to the medieval insertion of the person in a “transcendent,
theological, metaphysical, or meta-juridical frame” from Boethius onward, they
emphasize, “the Roman law did not mould its persons on a pre-existing biological human
substrate.”78
By contrast, modern law has been torn between making legal persons and
knowing them to be human beings. As the distinction between “artificial” and “natural”
legal persons suggests, Anglo-American law struggles to disregard what it sees as
persons “such as they are by the law of nature” in its dealings with persons “such as they
become by the law of civil society.” In fact, the “artificial” and the “natural” person are
both artifices: one is just more evidently the product of legal technology than the other.
This confusion leads Mussawir and Parsley to caution that even as “modern legal
doctrine freely proliferates technical or abstract senses of the person to satisfy the
grammar of its actions” in the classical tradition, “it also seems to be in thrall to a
naturalized image of the human in whose service it curtails its own potential
operations.”79 Their concern – “in thrall”? – seems counterintuitive in an era when it is
the artifice of legal personhood that typically provokes consternation. The current outrage
over corporate personhood arises from the notion that law can make a person when the
lay public intuitively knows that only humans can be persons. As we have seen, however,
the legal concept of personhood originates not in the human being (the actor) but in an
artifice (the mask). What, then, is at stake when we refuse to separate the mask from the
actor beneath? When the mask permanently molds to the contours of the actor’s face?
When the actor can play no other role? Contrary to prevailing sentiments, the problem
may lie not in the artifice, but in the naturalization of legal personhood. Mussawir and
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Parsley suggest as much when, warning that “calls for an outdated law to ‘better reflect
life’” may “have limitations both as jurisprudence and as political action,” they
emphasize the “critical potential… to be drawn from a return to a casuistic, concrete and
immanent conception of the jurisprudential art of crafting the person.”80 Building on their
insight, this and the following two chapters examine the legal, political, and cultural
effects of naturalizing the particular form of legal personhood assigned to the slave. As
we shall see, the definitive African descent of the fictive slave person encouraged the
ongoing identification of African Americans with a civilly incapacitated legal agency
primarily legible as criminality.

THE AMERICAN LAW OF PERSONS
Joseph Moulton and other antebellum jurists saw the abstraction of legal personhood as
directly proportionate to the democratization of American law even as they registered
particularly undemocratic sorts of legal persons.81 When Timothy Walker published his
Introduction to American Law: Designed as a First Book for Students (1837, rev. 1846),
most would-be lawyers still immersed themselves in William Blackstone’s
Commentaries on the Law of England (1765-69). Walker could not “forbear” noting that,
unlike in England, the American law of persons had achieved an exemplary democratic
simplicity “in consequence of our entire abolition of privileged orders.”82 The American
“doctrine of equality” assumes that “in theory at least, all men start equally; they are born
with equal rights; and their distinctions in after life, are mainly made by themselves.”83
Doubtless anticipating his section on subordinate persons in “the domestic relations,”
notably wives and slaves, Walker hastens to note that to this “general rule … there are
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some slight exceptions founded on expediency.”84 Having made this concession, Walker
hastily returns to the gratifying contrast with England, with its “fundamental division of
persons … into the nobility and commonalty,” which “gives rise to a variety of
subdivisions, rendering the classification of persons exceedingly complicated,” as any
reader of Blackstone could see. By contrast, Walker crowed, American categories of
legal personhood “can be described in half the space required there”:
1. Persons are either natural or artificial. 2. They are either public or private. 3.
They are either citizens or aliens. 4. They are either males or females. 5. They are
either infants or adults. 6. They are either sane or insane. 7. They are either
freemen or slaves, masters or servants, principals or agents. 8. Indians sustain
relations different from any other persons. 9. The death of persons creates the
relations of ancestors and heir, devisors and devisees, and executors or
administrators.85
Nearly all these divisions appear in Blackstone. In place of the Commentaries’ coverage
of royalty and the ranks of nobility, Walker introduces two raced categories of
personhood: “slaves” and “Indians.”86 Thus, as legal historian Susanna Blumenthal
observes, the nineteenth-century American “legal model never entirely displaced the
traditional English law of persons. American jurists continued to speak in terms of status
relations”; the difference was that instead of arising from a combination of birth and rank,
status now derived from “what were regarded as natural differences in people’s mental
and physical attributes.”87 In this way Americans’ “gradual dismantlement of a ‘law of
persons’ with roots in feudal society” enabled their creation of a “default legal person.”88
Abstracted as it was, this model of a “free and independent man” was intuitively known
to be male, white, able-bodied, and of sound mind.89
By the close of the eighteenth century, Enlightenment philosophy and republican
political revolutions had established the theoretical equality of human beings and of
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citizens, respectively. Yet, as the first dictionary “Adapted to the Constitution and Laws
of the United States of America” confirms, American legal doctrine continued to rank
legal persons by a status that simultaneously determined and reflected the rights and
duties of individuals associated with particular groups. In his Law Dictionary (1839; rev.
1856), John Bouvier opens the entry for “person” with the proviso that, “[i]n law, man
and person are not exactly synonymous terms.”90 Like Moulton and Wooddeson before
him, Bouvier explains that, whereas “[a]ny human being is a man whether he be a
member of society or not, whatever may be the rank he holds, or whatever may be his
age, sex, &c.,” legally, “a person is a man considered according to the rank he holds in
society, with all the rights to which the place he holds entitles him, and the duties which
it imposes.”91
The lengthy definition of “person” in the nation’s first legal lexicon struggles to
contain the tensions and contradictions between democracy and hierarchy, abstraction
and ascription, artifice and nature, making and knowing. Thus, the Law Dictionary notes,
although “[t]his word is applied to men, women and children, who are called natural
persons … It is also used to denote a corporation, which is an artificial person.” Bouvier
goes on to stipulate that “when the word ‘persons’ is spoken of in legislative acts, natural
persons will be intended, unless something appear[s] in the context to show that it applies
to artificial persons.” Here the tacit identification of natural persons with human beings
(as opposed to those artificial persons known as corporations) overlooks the fact that law
can only consider human beings according to the rank they hold in society, with the
corresponding rights and duties or powers and obligations. Itself a term of art, “natural
person” always already invokes the artifice of legal personhood.92
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That “natural person” cannot serve as a synonym for homo becomes clear when
Bouvier proceeds to list the various kinds of legal personhood into which “[n]atural
persons are divided.” His inventory differs somewhat from Walker’s: here the categories
are “males … and females”; “free persons and slaves”; “citizens … and aliens”; the
“living” and the “civilly dead”; “legitimates and bastards”; “parents and children;
husbands and wives; guardians and wards; and masters and servants.” Some of these
distinctions are more evidently the product of legal technology than others, notably those
differentiating the “civilly dead” from the “living,” or “bastards” from “legitimates.”
Other categories of personhood combine human ‘nature’ with legal artifice: “Women,”
for example, “cannot be appointed to any public office, nor perform any civil functions,
except those which the law specially declares them capable of exercising.” Even more
striking is the Law Dictionary’s characterization of the “slave,” who is “sometimes
ranked not with persons but things,” but, as “a negro[,] is in contemplation of law a
person, so as to be capable of committing a riot in conjunction with white men.” In such
instances, Mussawir and Parsley point out, ascribed qualities of gender or race are treated
not as “the effect of a legal classification but only a ‘truth’ or ‘nature’ received
independently of any legal function and taken as inseparable from [the] natural person.”93
Thus even as the entry acknowledges how law produces slave personhood by combining
civilly dead property with criminally liable person, it also discloses its knowledge that, in
the antebellum U.S., only “a negro” can be a slave. The Law Dictionary thus reveals that
the “natural person” to be a remarkably generative fiction, whether it yields the default
legal person or his variously incapacitated and subordinated counterparts: the wife, the
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slave, and the (il)legitimate child. (Each of which, of course, designates a form of legal
personhood.)
Because particular combinations of rights and duties define the person “according
to the rank he holds in society,” Bouvier’s entry for “right” acknowledges the hierarchy
among legal persons in the U.S. as it explains the difference between “political and civil
rights.”94 “[F]ixed by the constitution,” political rights “consist in the power to
participate, directly or indirectly, in the establishment or management of government.”
Thus, Bouvier observes, even “the humblest citizen possesses” the “right of voting for
public officers, and of being elected.”95 Civil rights, by contrast, “are those which have
no relation to the establishment, support, or management of the government …
consist[ing] in the power of acquiring and enjoying property, of exercising the paternal
and marital powers, and the like.” Whereas “every one, unless deprived of them by a
sentence of civil death, is in the enjoyment of his civil rights,” this “is not the case for
political rights,” a discrepancy that Bouvier illustrates with the example of the alien, a
legal person who “has not political, although in the full enjoyment of his civil[,] rights.”
Bouvier’s invocation of the “humblest citizen” conveniently ignores those citizens who
lack the franchise – women, minors, and most free African Americans – while his
allusion to “every one” who enjoys “civil rights” ignores the millions of slaves who, as
Bouvier acknowledges elsewhere, share the felon’s condition of civil death. The entry
thus obscures, even as it discloses, the anti-democratic stratification that structures the
United States as a “representative democracy.”96
The detailed entries for “person” and “right” form the backdrop against which to
read the American Law Dictionary’s omission of an entry that routinely appears in
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English legal lexicons: “dignity.” The “dignity” entries in the law dictionaries compiled
by Jacob Giles, Thomas Cunningham, and Richard Burn all begin by indicating that the
term “signifies honour and authority; reputation, &c.”97 Instead, Bouvier provides the
following entry:
DIGNITIES, English law. Titles of honor.
2.They are considered as incorporeal hereditaments.
3. The genius of our government forbids their admission into the republic.98
Bouvier fulfills his duty to inform American readers whose legal system derives from
English law that dignities are intangible, heritable rights deriving from property. In his
third definition, however, the French émigré and naturalized American citizen shifts from
impartial lexicology to editorial chauvinvism. By providing an entry for “dignities” and
not “dignity,” Bouvier effectively renders the latter a self-evident truth in American law.
Like Melville’s Ishmael, Bouvier finds a new “democratic dignity” in Americans’
rejection of the Old World “dignity of kings and robes.” (In his fervor, Bouvier neglects
to cite Article 1, Section 9 of the U.S. Constitution: “No Title of Nobility shall be granted
by the United States.”)99 Here, as in Moby-Dick, however, the surrounding text reveals
this to be a Herrenvolk democratic dignity. The American law of persons may have done
away with “dignities,” but, as the entries on “person” and “right” illustrate, it did not
eliminate the “sense of rank or high status” through which, Jeremy Waldron reminds us,
law has “[h]istorically” sought to “protect and vindicate dignity.”100
For Waldron and other dignity scholars, law continues to serve this function in
liberal democracies by granting, in effect, “universal nobility.”101 This upward
equalization of status, Waldron contends, was achieved by eliminating the very “sortal
status” outlined by Moulton, Walker, and Bouvier. Sortal status assumes that ostensibly
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“different kinds of human – slaves and free; women and men; commoners and nobles;
black and white –” require “public determination and control of the respective rights,
duties, powers, liabilities, and immunities associated with the personhood of each
kind.”102 Dignitarian upward leveling, Waldron suggests, means that the “standard status
for people now is more like an earldom than like the status of a peasant; more like a
knight than a squire” – or, to dispense with “the quaint Blackstonian conceits: it is more
like the status of a freeman than a slave or a bondsman; it is more like the status of a
person who is sui juris than the status of a subject who needs someone to speak for him;
it is the status of a rights-bearer … rather than the status of someone who mostly labors
under duties.”103 (One who is sui juris, Bouvier explains, “has all the rights to which a
freem[a]n is entitled; one who is not under the power of another, as a slave, a minor, and
the like.”104) Broadly, then, Waldron suggests that “dignity works as a legal concept”
through law’s normative structural features such as due process, representation, and
isonomy; dignity thus inheres in the equally elevated status of those who can claim
“ordinary civil liberties as well as rights of legal participation.”105 In the nineteenthcentury U.S., it was the explicitly male, tacitly white, able-bodied, and mentally
competent default legal person who assumed the democratic dignity of this sui juris
status against the backdrop of the degraded sortal statuses of women and people of color,
especially those consigned to the indignities of slavery.

THE INDIGNITY OF SLAVE PERSONHOOD
Other than the corporation, no other form of personhood exposes the conflict in AngloAmerican law between making and knowing quite like the slave. Slave personhood
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originates in Roman law where it was a “purely technical and functional” category.106
Thus, although “slaves” constituted one of the two main divisions of the law of persons in
Gaius’ Institutes (c. CE 161), slaves could also be treated as “things.”107 Physiological
attributes such as age and sex could determine slave status for the purpose of
manumission or under the doctrine of partus sequitur ventrum (the condition of the child
follows that of the mother). But, as Thomas Jefferson claimed in Notes on the State of
Virginia (1785), Roman slaves were distinguished from the master class only by
“condition,” not “nature.”108 Thus whereas Roman slavery was for Jefferson and others
of like mind merely a formal status, American slavery grounded that status in natural
difference. “Among the Romans,” the father of Sally Hemings’ children observed, “[t]he
slave, when made free, might mix with, without staining the blood of his master. But with
us,” Jefferson continued, in an appeal for colonization, the emancipated slave should,
ideally, “be removed beyond the reach of mixture.”109 As the legal artifice of slave
personhood became naturalized and racialized, it became increasingly identified with
“the blacks on the continent of America,” whether enslaved or free.110 Whereas Roman
law could make and unmake slaves, Jefferson suggests, American law knew slavery to be
bound up with Blackness.
A concise summary of the doctrine of the slave’s “mixed character” as legal
person appears in the Federalist Papers (1788), the collection of essays that John Jay,
James Madison, and Alexander Hamilton wrote under the pseudonym “Publius” to garner
popular support for New York’s ratification of the U.S. Constitution. Federalist 54,
attributed to Virginian James Madison, addresses Article 1, Section 3’s already
controversial Three-Fifths Clause, which counted a state’s slave population at that
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fraction of the free population in the apportionment of taxation and representation.111
Along with its candid exposition of the fiction of slave personhood, the passage offers a
revealing glimpse into the naturalization and racialization of this legal artifice.
Publius, speaking as “one of our Southern brethren,” rejects the assumption that
“slaves are considered merely as property, and in no respect whatever as persons.”112
Because “they partake of both these qualities,” he maintains, the “federal Constitution”
correctly follows state and local law in viewing slaves “in the mixed character of persons
and of property” (332). He goes on to explain that, “[i]n being compelled to labor, not for
himself, but for a master; in being vendible by one master to another master; and in being
subject at all times to be restrained in his liberty and chastised in his body, by the
capricious will of another – the slave may appear to be degraded from the human rank,
and classed with those irrational animals which fall under the legal denomination of
property” (332; emphasis added). As Bouvier’s Law Dictionary would later point out, it
was as a result of this legal construction of the slave as civilly dead person, not some
perceived innate inferiority, that enslaved natural persons “are sometimes ranked not with
persons but with things.”
Criminality resuscitated slave personhood from this civil death. As Publius went
on to clarify, “in being protected … against the violence of all others, even the master of
his labor and his liberty; and in being punishable himself for all violence committed
against others – the slave is no less evidently regarded by the law as a member of the
society, not as a part of the irrational creation; as a moral person, not as a mere article of
property.”113 In practice, the formal protection of slaves against violence spoke more to
their value as property than their status as persons.114 In any case, it was in their potential
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culpability as the perpetrators of unlawful violence that enslaved African Americans were
credited with a vital legal capacity. Reanimated as a criminally responsible defendant, the
civilly dead slave is no longer to be seen “as a part of the irrational creation” or “a mere
article of property,” but “as a member of the society” and “as a moral person.” (“Moral”
should be read here as designating “social.”)115 Because legal personhood comprises
duties as well as rights, the officially administered punishment of enslaved offenders
amounted to punitive recognition of their accountability to the polity of which they, in the
breach, were retroactively acknowledged to be members.116
In his exposition of “mixed character,” Publius (itself a fictive persona!) appears
to adopt Roman law’s “purely technical and functional” approach to legal personhood,
slave personhood in particular. In Publius’ account, slaves’ “mixed character” derives
from their condition as human property subject to social control. The reference to “human
rank” confirms that the slave falls into the (fictive) category of the “natural” rather than
the “artificial” person, but otherwise Publius’ description resists naturalizing what
appears to be a gender- and even race-neutral category of legal personhood. In fact, in the
U.S. as in the colonies, slave personhood was born of the coupling of legal classifications
of sex and race. The doctrine of partus sequitur ventrem, combined with the restriction of
bound servitude to those of African descent, naturalized a matrilineal racial Blackness as
at once the purported cause and a very real effect of slave personhood.117 In Federalist
54, however, Publius only once identifies “Negroes” with the “slaves” alluded to (but not
named) in the Constitution. Publius insists that it is with “great propriety” that the
Constitution “views” slaves in “the mixed character of persons and property,” because
that is “the character bestowed on them by the laws under which they live” (332). These
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are the state and local “laws [that] have transformed the Negroes into subjects of
property” in the first place (332). Conversely, Publius reminds his readers, “if the laws
were to restore the rights which have been taken away, the Negroes could no longer be
refused an equal share of representation with the other inhabitants” (332). Publius’
alternating references to commodified or rights-bearing “Negroes” suggests how the law
makes – and can unmake – particular kinds of legal persons. At the same time, this
passage shows how law not only made people of African descent slaves; it made race in
the process.
To identify “Negroes” with the “mixed character” of slave personhood meant
associating African Americans not only with civil incapacity but with criminality. If we
turn once again to Bouvier’s Law Dictionary, we begin to see the implications of this
simultaneously legal and cultural opposition of Blackness to the “civil.” The entry for the
latter begins by noting the term’s “various significations.” When “used in
contradistinction to barbarous or savage,” Bouvier explained, the word indicates “a state
of society reduced to order and regular government; thus we speak of civil life, civil
society, civil government, and civil liberty.”118 Bouvier’s second definition of “civil” is
even more relevant: the word, he notes, “is sometimes used in contradistinction to
criminal, to indicate the private rights and remedies of men, as members of the
community, and in contrast to those, which are public and relate to the government; thus
we speak of civil process and criminal process, civil jurisdiction and criminal
jurisdiction.”119 Finally, the entry concludes, “it is also used in contradistinction to
military or ecclesiastical, to natural or foreign; thus we speak of a civil station as
opposed to a military or an ecclesiastical station; a civil death, as opposed to a natural
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death; a civil war as opposed to a foreign war.” From the exclusion from civil life, to the
association with a legal agency discernible only as criminality, to the attribution of civil
death, the definitive opposition of “slave” – and, by association, “Negroes” – to the
“civil” would prove one of the most enduring indignities of slavery.
For a formulation of this logic, we need only return to the work of Immanuel
Kant. As noted earlier, Kant’s most influential (and arguably most misunderstood)
references to “dignity” (Würde) appear in the Groundwork to the Metaphysics of Morals.
Although the Groundwork’s account bristles with legal terms (law, duty, legislation,
judge, person), Kant is concerned in that work with the universally valid moral law that
human beings set for themselves, uninfluenced by external standards, subjective
motivations, or possible outcomes.120 (Against this “principle of … autonomy,” or the
law of the self, the state-based legal system is, literally, “heteronomy,” the law of
another.)121 Twelve years later, in the Doctrine of Right (1797), Kant made only passing
reference to “dignity” – specifically, “the dignity of a citizen”(6:330) – in his effort to
envision an ideal “system of laws for a people” who, as “individuals” in “a civil condition
(status civilis) … united through their common interest in being in a rightful condition,”
constitute “a state (civitas)” in the form of “a commonwealth (res publica latius si
dicta).”122 To realize this rightful condition through positive law, this ideal
commonwealth would necessarily recognize that each individual has “one innate right”:
that is, to “Freedom (independence from being constrained by another’s choice), insofar
as it can coexist with the freedom of every other in accordance with a universal law”
(6:237). This “principle of innate freedom” implies “an innate equality” that confirms “a
human being’s quality of being his own master (sui iuris), as well as being a human being
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beyond reproach (iusti), since before he performs any acts affecting rights, he has done
no wrong to anyone” (6:237-38). Under Kant’s Universal Principle of Right, neither
slavery nor “titled positions of dignity” would appear to have any place in this ideal
republic (6:329).123 One cannot contract oneself into slavery: such a complete
renunciation one’s “freedom” would make any such contract “null and void, since by it
one party would cease to be a person and so would have no duty to keep the contract but
would recognize only force” (6:283). The same principle of innate freedom would
exclude from the republic “dignities” in the form of a “hereditary nobility”: “Since we
cannot admit that any man would throw away his freedom, it is impossible for the general
will of the people to assent to such a groundless prerogative, and therefore for the
sovereign to validate it” (6:328-29).
It is at this point in the Doctrine of Right that Kant turns to the concept of
“dignity” (6:330). Kant seems poised to discuss how, once “the division into sovereign,
nobility, and commoners has been replaced by the only natural division into sovereign
and people” in both law and “public opinion,” the republican “dignity of a citizen” will
supplant outmoded hereditary “dignities” (6:329-30). Such a discussion would have
provided an excellent opportunity to calibrate the “moral dignity” (whether potential or
realized) of the human being as outlined in the Groundwork with the public, status-based
dignity of the citizen in the Doctrine of Right’s ideal commonwealth.124 Does the
democratization of dignity envisioned here mark a new epoch, when the one replaces the
other?125 Or, to the contrary, is Kant suggesting that “mere citizenship may be seen as
something higher even than the high dignity of human moral capacity”?126 Kant does
none of this. Instead of elaborating the “dignity of a citizen,” he defines this concept
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through negation. The “dignity of a citizen” acquires meaning only in opposition to the
slavery that Kant here abruptly reintroduces into his ideal state:
Certainly no human being in a state can be without any dignity, since he at least
has the dignity of a citizen. The exception is someone who has lost it by his own
crime, because of which, though he is kept alive, he is made a mere tool of
another’s choice (either of the state or of another citizen). Whoever is another’s
tool (which he can become only by a verdict and right) is a bondsman (servus in
sensu stricto) and is the property (dominium) of another, who is accordingly not
merely his master (herus) but also his owner (dominus) and can therefore alienate
him as a thing, use him as he pleases (only not for shameful purposes), and
dispose of his powers, though not of his life and members. No one can bind
himself to this kind of dependence, by which he ceases to be a person, by a
contract, since it is only as a person that he can make a contract. … For if the
master is authorized to use the powers of his subject as he pleases, he can also
exhaust them until his subject dies or is driven to despair (as with the Negroes on
the sugar islands); his subject will in fact have given himself away, as property, to
his master, which is impossible. (6:330)
In Kant’s ideal republic, the gradual disappearance of “hereditary privileges contrary to
right” will ensure that every citizen has dignity – that is, an elevated status (6:329). The
exception to this republican dignity is the criminal whose “transgression of public law”
renders him “unfit to be a citizen,” “condemned to lose his civil personality,” and
therefore uniquely subject to another’s “right of ownership” (6:331, 6:283).127 To be sure,
others in the state lack civil personality due to their dependent status – namely,
“apprentices,” “domestic servants,” “minor[s],” and “all women” (6:314). Yet, as Kant
emphasizes, these “passive citizens[’]… dependence upon the will of others and …
inequality, is … in no way opposed to their freedom and equality as human beings, who
together make up a people” (6:314-15).128 As such, these “underlings of the
commonwealth” have “at least the dignity of a citizen” (6:315, 6:330). Indeed, we might
conclude that the “dignity” of these lowly, “passive citizens” who “do not possess civil
independence” derives from their elevated standing in comparison to the criminal-cum-
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slave who is “without any dignity” (6:315). Like them, the criminal lacks civil
personality; unlike them, he becomes the “exception” to Kant’s republican dignity due to
his exceptional status as “another’s tool,” that is, “a bondsman (servus in sensu stricto)”
who “is the property (dominium) of another, who is accordingly not merely his master
(herus) but also his owner (dominus).” To underscore this point, Kant, in the portion of
the passage omitted from the above excerpt, distinguishes the slave from both the wage
laborer and the tenant farmer. Kant refers to the deadly “use” of “the Negroes on the
sugar islands” in order to illustrate his contrast of slavery with such contractual labor
arrangements. After identifying his republican slaves with “Negroes” in the Caribbean
colonies, Kant backtracks by noting at paragraph’s end that the “subjection” of his
republican slaves “cannot be inherited” (6:330).
Kant’s invocation of the harsh reality of “the Negroes on the sugar islands”
jarringly intrudes on his normative vision of an ideal state. Unlike the Federalist, the
purpose of which was to promote an actual, flawed constitution for an actual, flawed
polity, the Doctrine of Right imaginatively constitutes a model republic. Yet Kant’s
précis on the indignities of slavery resembles Federalist 54 not merely in its evocation of
the slave’s “mixed character,” but also in its naturalization of this legal artifice by
reference to “Negroes.” The key difference is that the Doctrine of Right transforms what
the Federalist describes as the legal effect of slavery – criminal culpability combined
with civil incapacity – into its pretext. Under Kant’s Universal Principle of Right, both
slavery and nobility would be prohibited as hereditary conditions. The term-limited
enslavement of criminals is justified, however, because they have either rejected the
authority of the law or exempted themselves from it (6:320n). Either way, criminals prove
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their unfitness for citizenship by hindering others’ freedom and must therefore
themselves be hindered by being made subject to another, either the state or a citizen.129
The republican slaveholder in Kant’s commonwealth – who unquestionably “has the
dignity of a citizen” – can legitimately and ethically claim ownership of another human
being, who is not merely consigned to civil death but has been reduced to property status
on the basis of his or her criminality. Kant’s republican slaves, of course, bring this
condition upon themselves through their criminal acts, whereas the exclusively criminal
legal capacity of the Federalist’s slaves derives from their status. In the Doctrine of
Right, this criminal legal agency is the cause rather than the effect of the slave’s degraded
status. Kant’s account can be read as a backstory for the “mixed character” attributed to
actual slaves in a republic like the United States. As such, it serves a strikingly similar
function to that of the fictive social compact. For Kant, when we allude to the “act by
which a people forms itself into a state” as “the original contract,” we do not necessarily
refer to an actual historical event, but “only the idea of this act, in terms of which alone
we can think of the legitimacy of the state” (6:315). Just as the historical fiction of the
social contract legitimates the political status quo, Kant’s narrative of the criminalturned-slave is an authenticating back-formation of the legal fiction of “mixed character.”
In both Federalist 54 and the Doctrine of Right, the knowledge of race slavery
intrudes on a formalist account of how law makes slaves. Like Publius, Kant naturalizes
the legal category, “slave” – those “human beings” who for Kant are “without
personality” because they “have only duties but no rights” (6:241) – by invoking
“Negroes” in the Americas. The effect is to identify all “Negroes,” regardless of
condition, with the indignities of slavery. No matter that the slave who stands as the
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“exception” to “the dignity of the citizen” in Kant’s ideal republic is not, “as with the
Negroes of the Sugar Islands,” a hereditary bondsman. It is not the “inherited” aspect of
slavery that denies dignity to the enslaved in Kant’s account. Nor, as noted earlier, is it
the fact of having committed a crime. Dignity is “lost” when one becomes another’s
“tool,” occupying the status of a “bondsman (servus …)” and “the property of a “master”
who is also one’s “owner.” Enslaved status deprives one of the baseline dignity that is
available to all other citizens in the republic, regardless of their lowly status, civil
incapacity, or dependent condition. This civic dignity is lost when one is transformed
legally (“by a verdict and right”) into the means for another’s ends: that is, when one is
subject to a master who “is authorized to use” one’s “powers … as he pleases.” Notably,
Kant does not identify enslavement – whether in his ideal republic or “in the Sugar
Islands” – with dehumanization. Degradation to property status does not negate the
“humanity” that many associate with Kantian dignity in the Groundwork; instead, it
deprives the “human being in the state” of “the dignity of a citizen,” that is, of his or her
comparatively elevated status.
In his opposition of the citizen to the slave, Kant invoked an ancient trope, albeit
one that had become newly relevant in a U.S., where, in the absence of a constitutional
definition of citizenship, “one thing was absolutely clear… : no slave was a citizen.”130
What makes the passage from the Doctrine of Right so extraordinary is the dignitarian
cast Kant gives to this opposition of the citizen to that enslaved “someone” whose
combined criminal culpability and lack of civil personality conjures “Negroes on the
sugar islands.” Here, instead of merely representing the obverse of the citizen, the slave
negatively defines the concept of dignity itself. In this remarkably prescient, often
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neglected passage, Kant defines the “dignity of a citizen” in a republic founded on the
“principle of innate freedom” – that is, “the human being’s quality of being his own
master (sui iuris)” – against the exceptional indignities of legal slavery: civil death paired
with criminal liability.

THE VERY IDEA OF A SLAVE IS A HUMAN BEING IN BONDAGE
The federal mail theft case of United States v. Amy would not seem to offer a tableau of
the indignities of slavery. Turning on the technical question of slave personhood, this late
antebellum case contrasts with contemporaneous portrayals of African Americans either
as the grotesque buffoons of blackface minstrelsy or as abject victims in abolitionist
propaganda. Yet this forensic debate over the meaning of slave personhood illustrates the
legal and cultural consequences of identifying the slave’s mixed character with
“Negroes” as a particular group of human beings: the creation of a civilly dead,
criminally culpable “slave race.”
U.S. v. Amy was tried in Richmond, Virginia before a circuit-riding Supreme
Court Chief Justice Roger B. Taney two years after Taney handed down his infamous
decision in Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857). Amy was enslaved by Samuel W. Hairston, of
Patrick County, Virginia. Somehow, she was indicted under a federal statute against mail
theft for stealing “a letter” or “letters” (apparently “with … money in them”) from that
county’s Union Furnace post office (164, 202).131 Beyond this brief, mysterious, and
almost certainly misleading glimpse, the case tells us nothing about Amy or her
experiences. The facts of the case were not at issue; the dispute was over a point of law.
The defense attorney, John Howard, speaking not for Amy, but “for the owner of the
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defendant,” sought to protect Hairston’s property interest in Amy by arguing that “a slave
is not a ‘person’ amenable to the act” (164). That is, he argued that Amy’s enslaved status
should shield her from criminal prosecution as a responsible legal person. James D.
Halyburton, the presiding judge at the original trial, convicted Amy of the theft but
purposely overruled the latter point so as to ensure its review by Supreme Court Chief
Justice Taney who “was shortly expected” in Richmond (164). Upon his arrival, Justice
Taney joined Judge Halyburton in hearing arguments “for a new trial on the reserved
point” of the applicability of the language of personhood to an enslaved criminal
defendant(164). Taney, of course, had provoked national controversy when his rambling,
unorthodox Dred Scott decision broke with long-established precedent in Missouri
freedom suits by denying standing to the enslaved plaintiff. Taney’s gratuitous
observation (obiter dictum) in Dred Scott that by the time of the nation’s founding,
Americans of African descent had “been regarded as … so far inferior, that they had no
rights which the white man was bound to respect” only deepened the outrage prompted
by his ruling’s largely tangential denial of citizenship to African Americans, slave or
free.132 Taney’s dictum ignored, but by no means ended, the pervasive, everyday legal
activity by both enslaved and free African Americans throughout the U.S.133 Indeed,
Amy’s very appearance at the Fourth Circuit Court in Richmond two years later spoke to
the juridical “respect” accorded to the procedural “rights” accorded to enslaved
defendants subject to criminal prosecution.134 Taney upheld Amy’s conviction, ruling
that, in keeping with the language of the U.S. Constitution, the federal statute’s use of the
word “person … may be construed as including slaves” (163). As Taney noted, the case
hinged on “the two-fold character which belongs to the slave” as “person and also
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property” (199). What was not in dispute was Amy’s humanness, which each of the
proceedings’ white, male Southern legal professionals not only assumed as a given but
expressly acknowledged over the course of the proceedings.
Amy, Chief Justice Taney’s decision confirmed, was just the sort of a civilly
dead, criminally culpable slave person we saw described in Federalist 54; her federal
conviction for mail theft stood. What makes the case so revealing is the two attorneys’
unexpected and unorthodox inquiry into the relationship of the slave’s humanity to her
legal personhood. The prosecutor, John M. Gregory, District Attorney for the United
States, took a comparatively small speaking part in the published proceedings: his
argument occupies less than one full page of the 38-page printed report that appeared in
Virginia’s Quarterly Law Journal. After all, he had only to remind the court of the well
established legal doctrine that “slaves are property; but it is equally true that they are
recognized in all modern communities where slavery exists as persons also,” noting that
“they are recognized as persons in every State in the Union, and punishable as persons for
the commission of offences in violation of the penal laws” (169).
Gregory enlivened this straightforward doctrinal argument, however, when he
abruptly departed from professional convention. “I deem it would be a rather useless
waste of time to refer more particularly to authorities,” he asserted, adding that, “I cannot
prove more plainly that the prisoner is a person, a natural person at least, than to ask your
honors to look at her! There she is. She is beyond doubt a human being, and it is not
pretended she is not of sound mind” (170). With this unexpected appeal to vernacular
common sense – that a person is a human – the U.S. District Attorney highlighted the
artifice of legal reasoning, the fiction of slave personhood in particular. He did so, we
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should recall, not to assert Amy’s inherent rights and equality as a fellow human being,
but to win a ruling that would merely (and temporarily) change the terms of her captivity,
from private enslavement to federal incarceration.
John Howard, the defense attorney, hastened to flag “the great mistake into
which… the learned counsel for the United States has fallen” in making “profert of Amy
in open court” “as if in triumphant and conclusive proof that a slave is a person, a natural
person, at least, a human being” (170). As Howard pointed out, the prosecution’s
unorthodox resort to Amy’s evident humanness in place of the relevant legal authorities
“entirely overlooks a broad, radical and most important distinction, which is the basis of
all our civil and criminal jurisprudence in respect to slaves”: that between “the legal
character and attributes of the African slaves in the United States, who are purely chattel
slaves – with their character and attributes as natural persons” (170). Notwithstanding
this commitment to legal doctrine, Howard’s argument – that Amy was not indictable as
a “person” under the terms of the statute – would lead him to fudge the terms of this
distinction.
The challenge facing the defense was well-nigh insurmountable: to persuade the
court to make what was, in effect, an exception to the doctrine of culpable slave
personhood so as to ensure that Samuel W. Hairston would retain his property right to
Amy and her labor. To that end, Howard all but ignored the civil/criminal divide from
which the slave’s “two-fold character” arose, supplanting it with a distinction between
federal and state jurisdiction over slaves. Specifically, Howard sought to prove that Amy
was not a legal person as contemplated by the federal mail theft statute by arguing that
not only did “the utter civil non-entity of the slave” deprive her of any rights under the
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law, but that it also exempted her from any legal obligations or duties (177). This
formulation flew in the face of the doctrine of the slave’s “mixed character.” Howard
therefore sought to limit jurisdiction over the latter to state law. States’ punitive
recognition of criminous slaves, Howard argued, formed “part of their municipal polity
and police…, upon the idea that by tying the self-interest of the master the more closely
to the common-weal, greater diligence would be encouraged on his part, alike by
coercion and kind treatment[,] to keep his slaves in due subordination and goodly
courses” (193). Basically, Howard sought formal authorization for what was commonly
referred to as “plantation justice.” He envisioned a private, extralegal disciplinary control
over slaves that would be minimally under the purview of state governments, while being
protected from oversight by the federal government – whose own two-fold character as a
union of slave and free states was, by 1859, perceived as a dangerous threat to
slaveholders’ property rights. Finally, as a backup, Howard maintained that if the
reference to “person” in the federal statute was found to be applicable to slaves, then the
statute itself was unconstitutional, because its punitive consequences would lead to an
unlawful taking of private property under the 5th Amendment. Nowhere did such a brief
require any consideration of Amy’s humanness; at its most persuasive, Howard’s
argument addressed how punitive recognition of Amy’s legal obligations as a criminally
culpable person would have impinged upon Hairston’s right to her as his property.
Howard’s awareness of the irrelevance of Amy’s humanness to the legal question
of her personhood did not, however, prevent him from emphasizing that humanity so as
further to entrench her property status. Despite his consternation at Gregory’s distracting
display of Amy’s human presence, Howard readily affirmed the fact of slave humanity.
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Indeed, the prosecution’s unorthodox, off-topic introduction of humanness into the legal
dispute over slave personhood prompted the defense attorney to some revealing
admissions. “It is true,” Howard acknowledged, “that the negro did not cease to be a
natural person, a human being, by becoming a slave.” Indeed, he maintained, “[t]he very
idea of a slave is a human being in bondage. A slave is, and must, of necessity, continue
to be a natural person, although he may be a legal chattel” (172). Later, Howard went on
to offer the following remarkable concession: “If it be said that although a chattel, he [the
slave] cannot be divested of his characteristics as a natural person, a human being, – a
human body inspired with intellect, feeling, volition – that is conceded – (it is that which
makes him so valuable a chattel)” (176). Howard’s own tangential observations on the
slave’s humanness merely articulated what slaveholding practice had long made clear:
slavery rested on the profitable exploitation, rather than the denial, of Black humanity.
Howard’s resort to the animal kingdom to elaborate his point would appear to
complicate these assertions. Once he had acknowledged that the slave’s value lies in his
or her distinctly human “intellect, feeling, and volition,” Howard went on to argue that
“the natural character of the chattel must determine the manner and kind of treatment it
receives from its owner or others. Thus a horse, or a dog, a slave, or a pet lamb, would
not be treated as a bale of goods” (176). Disturbing as Howard’s analogy of enslaved
human beings to non-human pets and livestock is, it alerts us to the need for analytical
precision. Howard’s white supremacist ideology, in keeping with that of the slaveholding
class he (literally) represents, was far more insidious than abolitionists and many modern
critics would have it. Howard and his slaveholding client Hairston did not justify their
inhuman treatment of the enslaved Amy by refusing to recognize her as a fellow human
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being – as “a Woman and a Sister,” in the words of the abolitionist motto. Instead,
Howard frankly acknowledged, slaveholders consciously recognized and exploited the
slave’s humanity as “that which makes him so valuable a chattel.”
Today, Howard’s analogy of the defendant’s chattel status to that of nonhuman
animals would seem to include U.S. v. Amy in the “archives of dehumanization.”135 In
fact, the argument for the defense illustrates how a narrow critical focus on the category
of the human can occlude other, more relevant, forms of racist subjectification. Consider
another instance where Howard appears to slight, if not to deny outright, slave humanity
in his effort to reject Amy’s culpability as a responsible “person” under the federal statute
against mail theft. Howard alludes to “laws against cruelty to animals,” as well as “laws
prescribing death or punishment for certain animals in case of dangerous or troublesome
insubordination, roving, or ferocity,” to argue that “these laws” do not “recognize any
legal or civil rights in the brute creation – [in] the animals protected, or punished” (177).
“And so,” he analogizes, “with the laws punishing offences committed upon, or
committed by slaves. The slave is still but a chattel, in which no legal or civil personal
right inheres. The fact that he is protected by the law, or is punished by the law, is no
concession to him of legal rights or responsibilities, any more than in the case of other
chattels, the accidents of whose natural characteristics are animate existence, and some
sort of intelligence, volition, and feeling” (177). The glaring flaw in this analogy is that it
was precisely the criminous slave’s “legal… responsibilities” under the doctrine of mixed
character that distinguished her from the vicitimized, insubordinate, roving, or ferocious
non-human animals whom the law might well protect, confine, forfeit, or exterminate, but
did not punish.136 Personhood lay in such official penal recognition of criminal liability.
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As we have seen, Howard’s professional commitment to defending the property interests
of Amy’s master (rather than Amy herself) and thus ensuring her continuing enslavement
did not prohibit him from acknowledging her humanity. Indeed, he emphasized that her
humanness was the source of her comparatively high value among other chattels. The
irony here is that Howard’s full-throated acknowledgement of captive Black humanity
sought to realize a vision of near-absolute private control that would reduce enslaved
existence to something very like the “bare life” described by philosopher Giorgio
Agamben, with the emphatically human slave stripped of legal personhood as its homo
sacer.137
Howard’s frank recognition of Amy’s humanity while denying her legal
personhood brings to mind Hannah Arendt’s criticism in The Origins of Totalitarianism
(1951) of the human rights movement that was emerging in the wake of World War II.
Concerned by the movement’s reorientation from persona to homo, Arendt noted of those
rendered stateless in early twentieth-century Europe, that “innocence, in the sense of
complete lack of responsibility, was the mark of their rightlessness as it was the seal of
their loss of political status.”138 If, as she maintained, “the first essential step on the road
to total domination is to kill the juridical person in man” (447), the “best criterion by
which to decide whether someone has been forced outside the pale of the law is to ask
whether he would benefit by committing a crime” (286). As part of his effort to assert the
“total domination” of a white slaveholder like Hairston over an enslaved woman like
Amy, Howard argued for her “complete lack of responsibility” before the law. That he
could couple this denial of the slave defendant’s juridical personhood with an enthusiastic
acknowledgement of her humanity validates Arendt’s caution regarding the political
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valence of humanitarian appeals. As Arendt understood, inhuman treatment does not
necessarily indicate subhuman status.139 To characterize hereditary slavery as a “crime
against humanity,” as she did, was not to say that slaves had been denied their humanity
(297). “Slaves still belonged to some sort of human community; their labor was needed,
used, and exploited, and this kept them within the pale of humanity” (297). This very
acknowledgment of Black humanity, she went on to argue, impeded contemporary
African Americans’ civic inclusion as free members of the polity. In modern nation-states
built on the indispensable artifice of political equality (the origin story that “all men are
created equal”), Arendt suggested, racism manifests itself in an inability to see those
perceived as ethnically “alien” as fellow citizens, regarding them instead as mere humans
(302). Her case in point is “the Negro in a white community” (302). Excluded from “that
tremendous equalizing of differences which comes from being citizens of some
commonwealth… no longer to partake in th[at] human artifice,” the racial other is
reduced to “some specimen of an animal species, called man” (302). This, of course, is
exactly what Howard’s catalogue of animate, volitional, affective chattels accomplishes
in its equivalency of “a horse, or a dog, a slave, or a pet lamb.” In this way humanization
becomes a tool of, rather than a shield against, degradation.
Crucially, Howard sought to “kill the juridical person” in the enslaved by
coupling their “complete lack of responsibility,” not with the dangerous “innocence” of
the stateless, but with an innate criminality. Remarkably in this trial over a slave’s alleged
mail theft, it is the attorney for the defense, not the prosecution, whom we find pointedly
referring to “the peculiar pecadilloes of theft for which” the “negro slave… would seem
to be endowed with an inborn genius and proclivity” (180). Howard offered these
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observations about a racial propensity for crime in an effort to extend “the utter legal
incapacity and impersonality of the slave” beyond civil death, to include criminal liability
as well (175). His redundant reference to an “inborn genius” for crime strove to
transmute the culpability that constitutes artificial slave personhood into a natural
“negro” attribute, regardless of condition. Having done so, he could then speak
authoritatively of “the broad and complete contrast between the social, civil, and political
condition of the dominant and the slave race” (181). In short, he transformed the slave
from a particular kind of artificial legal person into the representative of a “race.” With
this understanding, Howard could insist that “[s]o absolute and wide-pervading is the
ethnological, civil, social and political difference between the dominant and the subject
races – the white American sovereign and the black African slave – that they are not, and
cannot be, governed by the same system of penal laws” (179). Howard’s call to limit
prosecution to the terms of the relevant slave codes blurred into a call for separate
criminal justice systems for “the dominant and the subject races,” which would be based
on innate “ethnological” differences, rather than formal differences in “civil, social,” or
“political” standing. Such a bifurcated legal system, of course, need not end with
abolition and emancipation.
Regardless of whether Roger B. Taney shared Howard’s view of Black
criminality, the chief justice clearly understood that to exempt the enslaved from
accountability would pose a threat to legal order. Taney’s brief decision repeatedly
emphasized the dangers that would ensue “if a slave is not within the law” (199). “It is
true that a slave is the property of the master,” Taney affirmed, “And it is equally true
that he is not a citizen, and would not be embraced in a law operating on that class of
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persons. Yet, he is a person, and is always spoken of and described as such in the State
papers and public Acts of the United States” (198). Taney’s ruling in U.S. v. Amy
indicates that the co-constitutive legal and cultural processes of racialization operate by
differentiating how various groups of humans are held “within the law” as persons, rather
than “disciplin[ing] humanity into full humans, not-quite-humans, and nonhumans.”140
The slave was as uniquely disempowered, obligated legal (or juridical) person. As one of
the nation’s most infamous expounders of racist legal thought, Taney took the slave’s
humanity for granted, understanding that it was the contours of slave personhood that
mattered most for the preservation not only of slavery, but of the white supremacist legal
order built upon it.141 Despite its unorthodox deviation into the realm of the human, U.S.
v. Amy makes it clear that from a cultural as well as a legal perspective, the humanity of
enslaved African Americans was key to “the very idea” of slavery as well as to the
enhanced value of that particular form of property. Far from liberating, recognition of
enslaved Black humanity was enlisted by both sides in order to intensify the slave’s
captivity, either as convicted felon or as private homo sacer. Revealing as the tangential
discussion of slave humanity is in U.S. v. Amy, the case suggests that slavery rested on
the peculiarly fractional, and fracturing, logic of a personhood that combined civil death
with criminal culpability.

PIERCING THE VEIL OF SLAVE PERSONHOOD
In the doctrinal dispute over slave personhood in U.S. v. Amy, U.S. District Attorney John
M. Gregory “deem[ed] it a … waste of time to refer … to [legal] authorities” to prove the
enslaved defendant’s criminal liability; instead, urging the judges to “look at her,”
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Gregory presented Amy herself as “a person, a natural person.” In corporate law, this
gesture of looking behind the artificial person, to the natural person(s) beneath, has
become known as “veil-piercing.” This chapter closes with a discussion of veil-piercing
to illustrate the political value of viewing the legal person not as a human being but, in
John Dewey’s formulation, a “right-and-duty-bearing unit.”142 In doing so, I depart from
the current critical and popular tendency to deplore the artifice of legal personhood as
inherently oppressive while simultaneously valorizing the category of the human. As
noted earlier, this tendency is particularly evident in the widespread assumption that
exposing and rejecting the artifice of corporate personhood will somehow curtail the antidemocratic economic, social, and political power exerted by corporations at the local,
state, national and global scale. Particular forms of legal personhood such as the
corporation and the slave are, unquestionably, oppressive. The question is whether the
remedy lies in acknowledging persons to be humans or in creating more equitable forms
of legal personhood – and whether, as I argue here, the former preempts the latter.
The corporate person is, ironically, one of the least corporeal forms of legal
personhood: indeed, an important function of the corporation is to transcend the finite
lifespan of the natural persons who are its shareholders.143 In addition to this “perpetual
succession,” other characteristics of the corporate person include “limited liability, …
unified management, the power to sue and be sued, and to take or convey property in the
corporate name.”144 (Limited liability allows individual shareholders to receive profits
while shielding them from debts or other liabilities incurred by the corporation.) Like the
slave or the femme couvert, the corporation is a particular kind of right-and-duty-bearing
unit. As we have seen, under the doctrine of “mixed character,” the fictive slave person
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combined civil incapacity with criminal liability. Under coverture, “the very being or
legal existence of the woman is suspended during the marriage, or at least is incorporated
and consolidated into that of the husband, under whose wing, protection, and cover, she
performs every thing.”145 Analogously, the early twentieth-century Supreme Court
formally restricted corporations to having, in effect, “property rights but not liberty
rights.”146 This distinction, which can be traced back to Blackstone, made the corporate
person a very different sort of right-and-duty-bearing unit than individual shareholders,
who presumably could claim both liberty and property rights.147
If the corporation does not take the corporeal form of other legal persons, it is not
therefore incorporeal. One need only to walk into McDonald’s or Target to appreciate the
corporation as a real, physical entity. As early twentieth-century legal scholar Arthur W.
Machen insisted, it was not the “entity” but “the personality” that was “a fiction.”148 This
may be what U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice John Marshall meant when, in Trustees of
Dartmouth College v. Woodward (1819), he characterized the corporation as “an artificial
being, invisible, intangible, and existing only in contemplation of the law.”149 (After all,
Marshall could have walked into Dartmouth College almost as easily as we can
McDonald’s or Target.) Because the “artificial” corporate person is less anthropomorphic
than “natural” legal persons, however, we tend to forget that the “personality” attributed
to the latter is equally incorporeal, realized in rights and duties, rather than blood, bones,
and flesh.150
The Jim Crow-era case of People’s Pleasure Park Co. v. Rohleder (1908)
illuminates the political possibilities of an artificial, invisible, and intangible legal
personhood. Founded by the formerly enslaved Spanish-American War commander,
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Major Joseph B. Johnson, People’s Pleasure Park Company was a “corporation
composed of negroes who purchased land” on a former Confederate battlefield outside of
Richmond, Virginia “for the purpose of establishing an amusement park … for colored
people.”151 The corporation acquired the real estate through a deed that “contained a
covenant that the title to the land should never vest in a person of African descent or
colored person.”152 People’s Pleasure Park won the case, but not because the Supreme
Court of Appeals of Virginia found this discriminatory deed invalid.153 Forty years after
the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments, the legacy of slave personhood was legible
in just such restrictions on African Americans’ civil capacity. Instead, the court ruled that
the transfer of the segregated land parcel was valid due to the logic of corporate
personhood: “even though all the members and stockholders of the corporation were
negroes … the corporation was an entity distinct from its members, and was not a
‘colored person’ within the covenant.”154 People’s Pleasure Park Company could acquire
property (and be sued) as a corporate person with duties and rights distinct from those of
“a person of African descent or colored person” in segregated Virginia. By preserving the
distinction between the corporate entity and its members, the People’s Pleasure Park Co.
ruling enabled the African American shareholders to exercise the right of the
“artificial…, invisible, intangible” corporate person to acquire and profit from segregated
real estate. Ultimately the case circumvented, rather than challenged, the legal
segregation structured upon such restrictive covenants. Nevertheless, it dramatizes how,
over the course of the long nineteenth century, “Black litigants claimed legal personhood
through the language of property” under racist legal regimes.155 The presence of masses
of pleasure-seeking African Americans at an amusement park in an otherwise whites-
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only area of suburban Richmond offers a delightfully material illustration of how, by
“leveraging the language of property in their lawsuits, … black litigants also made claims
to civic inclusion.”156 Disturbed by the “‘incessant’ ‘hurrahing and whoops’” of African
Americans enjoying their leisure on the former Confederate battlefield, white resident
Richard Rohleder claimed to have “personally suffered nearly every indignity and all the
odium the presence of large numbers of idle and depraved negroes could put on any man
of refinement.”157 Corporate personhood allowed People’s Pleasure Park’s African
American shareholders to surmount (however provisionally) the denial of Black civil
capacity as one of the enduring indignities of slavery; so doing, the Park and its
customers chipped away at the Herrenvolk dignity still claimed by whites like Richard
Rohleder.
One of the most outspoken contemporaneous legal critics of the People’s
Pleasure Park decision was I. Maurice Wormser, popularizer of the concept of corporate
veil-piercing.158 To pierce, or lift, the corporate veil is to treat the rights or duties of a
corporation as those of its shareholders – usually with the effect of holding the latter
legally responsible for the corporation’s liabilities.159 Courts were justified in doing so,
Wormser maintained, when “a corporation is organized as a mere sham or device in order
to evade an existing legal obligation.”160 By this logic, he contended, the Supreme Court
of Appeals of Virginia should have pierced the corporate veil in People’s Pleasure Park
v. Rohleder because the “sole purpose of organization of the corporation was obviously to
evade and circumvent the title restriction forbidding negroes from taking the land.”161
Here, however, is where the difference between natural persons and human beings
becomes relevant. Rather than piercing the corporate veil and treating the rights and
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duties of the corporate persons as coextensive with the underlying natural person(s),
Wormser suggested that the court should have disregarded personhood altogether by
attributing to the corporate entity the ascriptive characteristics of a particular group of
human beings, “negroes.”162 Wormser proposed that the court should have naturalized
and thus racialized the corporate person – much as James Madison, Immanuel Kant, and
John Howard had done with the artifice of slave personhood.
Corporate veil-piercing clarifies the importance of distinguishing the legal artifice
of the natural person from the flesh-and-blood human being. For even when the practice
of lifting the corporate veil revealed shareholders, in Wormser’s words, to be “acting and
living men and women,” courts have persisted in viewing them as right-and-duty bearing
units, not as embodied humans. Consider the case usually cited as the earliest American
instance of veil-piercing: Bank of the U.S. v. Deveaux (1809), which involved the
constitutional provision granting federal jurisdiction over “controversies … between
Citizens of different States.”163 The Constitution’s reference to litigants as “Citizens”
rather than “persons” threatened to limit the U.S. Supreme Court’s authority over cases
involving corporations and not just individual citizens. Chief Justice Marshall discerned
the requisite diversity of citizenship when he pierced the corporate veil in order “to look
to the character of the individuals who compose the corporation.”164 Corporations were
not citizens, but veil-piercing enabled the court to extend to the corporate person the
relevant citizenship rights claimable by individual shareholders. Similarly, in both in
Citizens United vs. Federal Election Commission (2010) and its successor, Burwell v.
Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. (2014), the Roberts Court pierced the corporate veil to reveal
not merely a group of rights-bearing natural persons but an association of U.S. citizens
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with constitutional rights to free speech and religious liberty, respectively.165 If the
Fourteenth Amendment’s definition of citizens as “persons born or naturalized in the
United States” seems to “refer unambiguously to human beings,” it nevertheless
recognizes them only as “persons” with a distinctive set of rights and duties.166 As Chief
Justice Marshall suggested in Bank of the U.S. v. Deveaux, when the courts pierce the veil
of artificial personhood to scrutinize natural persons, they still “look to the character” –
the persona – of these individuals.
This is precisely what U.S. District Attorney John Gregory did when, in U.S. v.
Amy, he insisted, “I cannot prove more plainly that the prisoner is a person, a natural
person at least, than to ask your honors to look at her! There she is. She is beyond doubt a
human being, and it is not pretended she is not of sound mind.” Despite Gregory’s
emphasis on the enslaved defendant’s humanity, his sole reference to her body was a
remarkably disembodied one that immediately recuperated her personhood as a right-andduty bearing unit. With his allusion to Amy’s “sound mind,” or compos mentis, Gregory
asserted the mental capacity that Blumenthal identifies as a definitive characteristic of the
default legal person. The prosecutor merely reinforced his argument when he pierced the
veil of slave personhood to reveal this underlying natural person: both the slave and the
default legal person could be held criminally responsible. The risk, as defense attorney
Howard seems to have intuited, was that Gregory’s veil-piercing would puncture the
more obviously artificial component of the slave’s mixed character – civil death – and
thereby restore Amy’s sui juris status.167 As we shall see in Chapter Two, this was
precisely the logic of so-called freedom suits, which proceeded under the fiction that the
enslaved plaintiff, like “other persons,” had the civil standing to sue the slaveholder for
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wrongs such as assault and battery or false imprisonment.168 In U.S. v. Amy, however,
recognition of the defendant as a mentally competent natural person did not lead the court
to recognize in her a default legal personhood that would have endowed her with a civil
as well as a criminal personality.
As we have seen, defense attorney John Howard responded to the prosecution’s
veil-piercing by taking what Arendt called “the first essential step on the road to total
domination” by seeking “to kill the juridical person in man.” He did so by redirecting the
court’s attention from the abstracted legal personhood of the enslaved defendant to her
embodied humanness, repeatedly using the ascriptive terms “negro,” “African,” and
“black” (none of which were spoken by the prosecution). If U.S. District Attorney
Gregory briefly lifted the veil of slave personhood to expose the underlying natural
person as sui juris, Howard sought to render mask and actor inseparable by imposing the
slave’s mixed character on the entire “race.” As the slave takes on the ascriptive
characteristics of the “negro,” people of African descent are attributed the status of the
fictive slave person: the mixed character of criminal culpability and civil incapacity.
Hence Howard’s reference to “the slave race.” Howard may have lost this particular case,
but his broader effort was realized in legislation that, like the restrictive covenant cited in
in People’s Pleasure Park, constrained the civil capacity of a fully naturalized “person of
African descent or a colored person.”
As Publius acknowledged in Federalist 54, if “laws … transformed the Negroes
into subjects of property” under slavery, other laws could “restore the rights which ha[d]
been taken away.” This was, to a significant extent, the failed promise of Reconstruction:
to remake the slave person into the sui juris legal person. The problem was that, for over
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a century, in politics, philosophy, and law, the artifice of slave personhood had become
naturalized by its identification with those human beings known as “Negroes.” Thus, by
the dawn of the twentieth century, the veil of slave personhood had been woven into what
W.E.B. DuBois called the “Veil of Race.”169 That DuBois also spoke of “the veil of
crime” is no coincidence.170 For, as Chapter Two will argue, these interwoven veils of
slavery, race, and crime would form the fabric of African Americans’ legal personhood
well after abolition and emancipation.
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